
Novell
n	 A software industry titan 
	 with over $1.1B in 2002 
	 revenue
n	 Broad range of highly 
	 technical products in 
	 networking, software 
	 infrastructure, and Linux
n	 Over 11 years' experience 
	 managing peer support 
	 forums

The Challenge
n	 Diverse community of 
	 highly technical, 
	 sophisticated, and 
	 demanding customers
n	 Very large user base and 
	 dynamic environment 
	 makes support cost 
	 control a priority

What They Did
n	 Sponsored support forums, 
	 first on CompuServe then 
	 on Novell.com
n	 Selected, recognized, and 
	 empowered volunteer 
	 "SysOps," very productive
	 expert contributors
n	 Supported SysOps with 
	 highly leveraged Novell 
	 resources

The Results
n	 20,000 issues are handled 
	 per quarter supported 
	 by only two Novell FTEs
n	 Over 10,000 contributors, 
	 led by about 35 SysOps, 
	 have become part of an 
	 extended Novell support 
	 team 
n	 The forums are a leading 
	 source of knowledge base 
	 content, product 
	 improvement requests, 
	 and product feedback
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  A Complex Support Environment

Novell is a business-to-business software 
provider distinguished by a broad and complex 
product line that spans network operating 
systems, directory servers, collaboration 
systems, business applications, development 
environments, Linux tools, and many other 
software domains.  Essentially all Novell 
products are core and critical components of an 
IT infrastructure, and are carefully installed, 
configured, and managed by demanding IT 
professionals.  This means that product support 
is both challenging and crucial.

Also, Novell products are used in many 
different ways by a variety of industries, so the 
domain expertise and configuration knowledge 
required to effectively support the Novell 
product portfolio is immense.

  Going Beyond the Support Center

Novell has embraced key elements of 
Knowledge-Centered Supportsm, a set of 
practices developed by the Consortium for 
Service Innovation to make support centers 
more effective at using knowledge to solve 
customer issues faster and more accurately.  
They have pioneered new support techniques, 
including changing the skill mix of engineers 
supporting new products to front-load 
knowledge capture in the early stages of the 
product lifecycle.  Novell's support center is an 
industry leader. Still, they thought they could do 
better.

  Leveraging Staff and Key Customer Experts

Novell developed what is emerging as a set of 
best practices for customer peer support.  It 
acknowledges that contribution takes place not 
on a bell curve, but a power curve, and 
recognizes and leverages the key contributors.  
In brief, two Novell staff members support 
about 35 key expert contributors who form the 
core of an extended team which resolves about 
20,000 issues per quarter.

At Novell, there are tens of thousands of users 
who come to the forums to get support.  These
users get their questions answered by 
approximately ten thousand contributors who 
resolve issues from time to time.

However, among these ten thousand or so 
contributors, the bulk of the load is shouldered 
by a relatively small number of users.  Novell 
has officially recognized approximately 35 of 
them as SysOps, or key contributors to the 

support forums.  As a result, they get special 
treatment from Novell that makes them more 
effective at resolving customer issues:
n	 Special private forums give the SysOps
	 high-priority access to each other and to
	 Novell resources
n	 Two dedicated Novell staff answer their
	 questions and guide them to support
	 information and experts throughout the
	 organization
n	 Exclusive access to technical 
	 documentation and code increases 
	 their expertise

In addition, they are recognized in many ways, 
public and private,  by Novell.  For example, 
each has a web page with serious content 
(expertise, links to their business sites) and 
community-building information (pictures, the 
temperature in their home town.)  This access 
and recognition has both the obvious 
emotional benefits as well as practical business 
benefit for those who earn their living working 
with Novell technology.

  Alignment and Loyalty

Because of the prestige associated with being 
a valued contributor in the Novell support 
forums, people want to participate.  And, since 
people align their reasons to their actions, this 
serves to create a stronger bond between 
participants and Novell.  Not only do they want 
to associate themselves with Novell 
professionally, they do so personally.  Many 
users contribute to an open forum in which 
anything but Novell support is discussed — 
making it one of the highest volume news 
groups anywhere on the internet.  Novell even 
reports that marriages have resulted from 
relationships formed on the support forums.

Key Benefits�
n	 Peer support quickly resolves tens of
	 thousands of customer questions
n	 Network of volunteer "SysOps"
	 adds huge value at very low cost
n	 Expert users contribute to
	 knowledge creation, validation as
	 well as product improvements
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This kind of relationship is anything but 
"OT," or "off-topic," as forum participants 
say.  Company loyalty is best measured not 
with satisfaction, but with emotional 
identification:  the extent to which customers 
are proud to be associated with a company.  
Not every company can expect its customers 
to tattoo its logo on their bodies, but there's 
no doubt that Harley-Davidson's customer 
loyalty isn't in question.  And, in their own 
ways, people who spend their free time 
discussing any topic on a Novell forum are 
showing their identification and their loyalty, 
too.

  Full Partnership:  Authoring Content, 
  Submitting Defects

In many support organizations, only a small 
number of support professionals can author 
structured support content or submit 
product improvements or defects directly to 
engineering.  Yet Novell has embraced its 
partnership with high-reputation members of 
its support community to the extent that it 
allows them to do both of these tasks, even 
though they're not paid by Novell.

Why?  Because they've demonstrated their 
trustworthiness by contributing value to the 
community, in many cases over a period of 
years, and because they're in the best 
possible position to do so.

As trained and skilled as support 
professionals might be, expert users bring 
unique qualities that can make for better 
support content and defect submissions:

n	 They are real users of the products in 
	 question, often using them with third
	 party products or in application areas with
	 which support professionals — or even 
 	 development engineers — are not familiar 

n	 In scanning forums postings, they may see
	 thousands of user issues in a month. A
	 support center engineer with a CRM
	 system on his desktop only sees a fraction
	 of that.  This gives the expert unique
	 insight into trends and issues

n	 Because their only compensation is a
	 feeling of accomplishment and the
	 recognition that goes along with it,
	 experts are highly motivated to do a great
	 job. They're not in it just for the money
	 (because there is no money.)

Novell has taken a bold step in empowering 
its SysOps in this way, but the payoff is 
remarkable.  Most support centers report 
that it costs over $100 to author a single 
piece of support content, but Novell forum 
volunteers create and validate thousands per 
month. 

And the support forums have become the 
largest and fastest identifier of product 
defects, surpassing the traditional support 
center, significantly increasing product 
quality. 

  The Adaptive Organization at Work

The members of the Consortium for Service 
Innovation have developed a model called 
the Adaptive Organization, and the Novell 
support forums are a great example of key 
Adaptive Organization principles.

n	 Corporate learning happens through 
	 interactions.  Whenever a customer
	 comes to Novell's support forums, Novell
	 learns through the process. Product
	 managers track what issues people are
	 having.  The support center looks for
	 trends to avoid getting "scooped."
	 And in some cases, community members
	 author support content or submit requests
	 for product improvements.

n	 Performance assessment is linked to
	 value and results.  The ultimate
	 compliment to a Novell support forums
	 contributor is to be made a SysOp. And
	 unlike traditional support management
	 processes, this decision is made based on
	 a mix of objective measures (such as
	 posting volume) and subjective measures
	 (such as perceived quality and other
	 SysOps' opinion of the candidate.) The
	 result is recognition based on output, not
	 just input.

Before

Broad, complex product portfolio is 
supported through a traditional support 
center and self-service

Traditional listservs (mailing lists) and 
other peer support environments treat 
all contributors the same

Solutions content authoring and defect 
submission is the exclusive right of 
senior company badged employees

After

20,000 issues per quarter, including 
some of the most complex imaginable, 
are handled by expert forums

Novell identifies, recognizes, and 
empowers a small number of high 
contributors to form the backbone of 
peer support

Novell volunteers bring their real-world 
experience and enthusiasm to the 
valuable support tasks of building up 
knowledge and improving products
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  Applying Adaptive Organization 
  Principles in Your Organization

Novell isn’t alone in seeing these kinds of 
results from implementing AO. If you’re 
interested in how Adaptive Organization can 
help your organization, contact us:

	 	 	 Consortium for Service Innovation
	 	 	 info@serviceinnovation.org
	 	 	 www.serviceinnovation.org
	 	 	 +1.650.596.0772

Case study developed by DB Kay & Associates 
(www.dbkay.com) for the Consortium for Service 
Innovation

n	 Aligning people's contributions to their
	 preferred areas of knowledge, skill,
	 and ability. Business sage Peter Drucker
	 notes that all knowledge workers are
	 volunteers, but nowhere is that more
	 literally true than in the case of an expert
	 forum like the Developer Exchange. 
	 Because customers are engaging on their
	 own terms, and because reputation
	 encourages high-value contribution,
	 community members naturally gravitate
	 to the areas where they have the most
	 interest and skill.

n	 Permeable organizational boundaries.
	 Novell, as an adaptive organization,
	 recognizes that people outside the
	 company can make contributions that
	 match or exceed the value of its own
	 employees, and that organizational
	 structures shouldn't get in the way of
	 recognizing that value.  That's why they're
	 willing to trust select community members
	 to be full partners in support, and why
	 they give them access to information and
	 resources generally reserved only for
	 employees.
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